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According to these theories, every worker is unemployed because he turns down all proffered vacancies until he has been offered his acceptance wage. The acceptance wage is the wage such that there is no marginal gain in expected Utility from continuing to search.  Though firms search for workers, if only in the sense that they do not necessarily hire the first applicant for a given vacancy, most search theories tend to ignore this phenomenon and attribute unemployment solely to workers' searching for firms.  The testable assertion here— that the unemployed have refused actual Job offers—has not been pitted against empirical evidence very often. But when it has been tested, the idea that most of the unemployed have refused wage off er s has not fared well.10
Structural Unemployment
In contrast to voluntary, frictional unemployment is the notion of involuntary, structural unemployment, which is defined by Killingsworth (1978:22) äs "joblessness—usually long-term—which results from basic changes in the economic structure: new technology, the decline of some industries and the growth of new ones, geographic relocation of industries, permanent changes in consumer tastes, changes in labor force characteristics, and so on."11
For unskilled workers, among whom are most young people, legal minimum wages or high union wage scales may be an important barrier to
10For example, Rosenfeld (1977) has reported empirical work on the 3,238 out of 4,668 unemployed in the May 1976 CPS who answered supplementary questions on their job-search behavior.  The high nonresponse rate and low potential for disaggregation indicate a need for more special surveys of this kind.  Yet the implications of the respondents1 answers for the validity of search unemployment theories seem clear. Since only 32 percent were on layoff, and more than 81 percent of laid-off workers reported some effort to find an Interim Job, only 6 percent of the unemployment could have been seasonal or cyclical in the sense used in this paper.  Search unemployment due to high acceptance wages seemed less than universal:  22 percent stated willingness to accept Jobs paying less than the federal minimum wage, then $2.30 per hour; another 33 percent were willing to take a wage between the minimum and $2.99; and only 22 percent reported an acceptance wage of $4.00 or more. Finally, only 10 percent of those who were unemployed four weeks or more and who had contacted at least one employer reported having refused any Job offers.
^Killingsworth (1978) recently retold the postwar history of this old idea.

